**Commission Grants WKAR 5000 Watts**

**Dorm to Get Board Okay Tomorrow**

Desires PWA Grant of $112,500 for Hospital Project Planned.

Plans for construction of a second new men's dormitory for Michigan State College are expected to move forward at a special meeting of the State Board of Control next Wednesday morning.

Purpose of the meeting, it was explained, is to complete arrangements for financing the state's portion of the construction cost, which is to be divided equally by the Board for a PWA grant of $70,000. This represents 75 per cent of the total cost of nearly $500,000, and the Board will provide the other 25 per cent of the total cost by means of self-helping bond issue.

It is expected a prospect likely to come before the board will be the proposed hospital, for which PWA has already released

Lyman Bryson to Speak Here

Will Lecture on Adult Education in Union.

Lyman Bryson, lecture on adult education at the Union hall Monday, July 13, Lyman Bryson is chairman of Columbia University's adult education board and lectured on a weekly CBS discussion group.

Ralph one of the outstanding authorities on adult education, the lecture will cover the problems which face the modern educator and the increasing demand for instruction by working, professional age group.

Crowe Solicits Request Courses

8 E. Crowe, summer session director, has requested that students who are interested in courses which have not yet been scheduled for the three week session see him immediately.

The meeting starts August 1.

Students have already asked for business economics, 201, mathematics 259, and several education courses.

**Automatic Air System Installed**

The entire refrigeration system in the Horticulture building is being replaced with a new automatic air circulation system.

When the new system is put into operation one of the storage rooms will be kept at a temperature of 10 degrees below zero, while the other will be kept at a temperature of 32 degrees.

The installation will be completed in time for fall storage.

**SCHOOL**

Light? $500,000 since the beginning of April! That is the record the Union desk has established. Don Davis, desk boss, has just received another eight records which he expects to announce into early November. Just another example of the little services the Union gives.

**Job in S. A.**

Wilton H. Hoiles, a 1934 graduate in chemical engineering, is back, July 12, for Venezuela.

He will be employed by an oil and gas producing company. He expects to remain in South America for two years.

**In Radio**

Members of Max Ridlbem's radio workshop course present the second of a series of news recaps over WKAR yesterday afternoon. Pattered along the style of the famous Professor Oliem-A-Day program, the workshop presented a summary of the week's news as it appeared in the form.

This program is aired every week as part of the radio course.

**Cosmopolitan**

Summer sessions at Michigan State college draw students from at least three sides of the globe.

Pete She is a foreign student from Shanghai, China, who expects to receive his degree in business administration before returning to his native land. He is the only relative in the United States and is living in California.

Mary Bryan, special home economics student, calls Stockholm, Sweden, home. She has been active on the campus during the regular semester and has made a fine record as a scholar. She plans to visit many other states before leaving for Sweden next fall.

Manuel Arzate comes from Cuba. An outstanding athlete in polo and fencing, he expects to continue his studies in this country and return to Cuba to practice.

**Auto Film to Be Shown**

The different sources of information for the modern automobile will be the subject of a talking picture to be shown at the chemistry lecture room at 5:30 Monday afternoon.
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WKAR (Continued from Page 1)
tension division director, R. J. Coleman, WKAR division director, and E. Grover, station engineer, ap-

proved before the commissioner in

Washington to request a stronger station for the college.

According to Donald Coleman, the station, after the power in-

crease goes into effect will receive

142,000 watts within 100 miles in a

directional pattern from East Lansing. This is an increase of 32,000

watts in the present primary area of 46 miles. In the area beyond

from the station’s transmitter. More than 4,000,000

of the state’s total population of 4,800,000

persons live in the area which will become the station’s secondary

area after the power increase is

put into operation.

Before the station begins opera-

tion on 3,000 watts, according to

Donald Coleman, a new trans-

mitter will be constructed on the

campus south of the campus.

Probably a year, possibly longer,

will be required for construction and installation of new equipment, Mr.

Coleman said.

Besides the improved physical equipment, the station will have

been improved and increased from a

larger staff, enabling its staff to

offer more advertising and advance its presence in educational radio.

Only 10 educational stations in the United States at the present time operate on 3,000 watts power.

— Allstate Rental

Ironwood. MI.
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State Sprint Star Gains AAA Team Berth

The SAE team won its second consecutive game Wednesday evening to continue leading the summer softball league. The SAE team, all of a bar for the lead last week, fell by the wayside, losing to the Pioneers Monday, Tuesday evening 6-2 SAE dropped by the Trouncers Miller Road, 4-3.

The next week SAE takes on Forte's Tom Cats. Forte's Tom Cats defeated Bats Matty, Tuesday evening 8-4 in one of the feature games of the season thus far. It was the first game for each team. The Forte Tom Cats lost to the Veto in the other game Wednesday evening. Thursday evening the Forte Tom Cats defeated the West 6-3. The victory enabled the Tom Cats to draw up to a tie with the SAE.

Evenmore Minor draws a tie by defeating Bats Matty by forfeit.

East Lansing Drops Morgen in Final Game

East Lansing Adams' tri-county softball team, wound up its first round schedule at Mason Tuesday night by truncating Miller Road Road, 4-3. Jumping off to an early start in the game, East Lansing pounded 'Old' Willy Miller Road batters, for five runs and two hits in the first inning. Sherwood replaced Willy on the slab in the second and held the game scoreless on even runs for the remainder of the game. Barry Schauffel went the distance for the winners.

East Lansing came up 11 hits, including a home run by Parush with nobody aboard. Immediately following the game, an all-star team of tri-county league players met and defeated the winner, 7-2. Three East Lansing players, Chief Nohtie, Chuck Neil, and Bill Kemp, were chosen on the all-star team, and each was credited with a base hit. Nohtie pitched the first four innings for the all-stars, allowing five hits and striking out 11.

East Lansing will meet Ypsilanti in a return game at Ypsilanti July 24th. Adams will start off their second round on Friday at Mason school field against Holt winners of the first round championship. The game will start at 6:30.

Johnny Sanders Stables

JOHNNY SANDERS STABLES

SAFFLE HORSES FOR RENT

TELEPHONE 2261

More than 20 miles of gravel country roads—Practically no automobile traffic—Riding ring—woods and fields. Carefully selected horses.

LEARN TO RIDE!

Free Lessons to Groups of Four or More, Any Time for your Pleasure.

Special Rates for M. S. C. Students

2 Miles from City Limits Out W. Huron St.

Greef Wine Trip Aboard Nine Spirituals Place in National Meet.

Wilbur Greef, star Michigan State sprinter, gained a place on the final of United States' track and field luminaries which will compete in Germany this summer. He will sail from New York on July 24.

Greef earned his berth while proving a contingent of Michigan State Sprinters in the National A & U track meet at Buffalo last Saturday and Sunday. The Spartan star finished in second place inches back of Ben Johnson, in the 100-meter dash to qualify for the European event.

Michigan State placed men in eight other events. Four Spartans placed points in the junior class competition on Saturday, while five others, including Greef, scored in the senior class events. Sanders Vansloot led, but his efforts were for the top flight in that event. He recorded 21.9 in the 100-meter run and 46.7 in the 200-meter run, and was third in the senior division 100-meter high hurdles, and fourth in the 200-meter low hurdles, to set a state record in the senior division.

Sarnold Frye chipped up a pair of 10s in the distance run. He recorded 1:59 in the 880-meter run and in the 100-meter dash in the senior class. Tovarich took a fourth in the 100-meter race with a leap of 21 feet 2 inches in the broad jump in the senior division but did not try the high jump. Glenn Robinson, Michigan A & U champion on the 400-meter track, won a third in that event. His time of 49.4 was lower than his previous best, which was 49.6 in the preliminaries.

The State meet was held in Mt. Pleasant, and the Michigan A & U team placed third in the 30-meter dash, after four, to have more time to eat and sleep, and to start.

The main trouble with this arrangement was that Falcone and Young couldn't get together.
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